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The entertainment program organized by LBKA will be held throughout the duration of 

contest. 

During the Championship, on 19th of September, 

Record will be included in „Factum“ Records Book. 100m lenght grilled chicked shashlik will be 

given away for participants and guests of Championship

From Friday (September 18

street (main street of old-town) annual and popular Nation‘s Fair will be held

(http://www.tautumuge.lt). 

čempionatas,  

 

    
 

TH SEPTEMBER, 2015, VILNIUS, LITHUANIA
 OPEN LITHUANIAN BBQ CHAMPIONSHIP

PRELIMINARY PROGRAM 
 

Friday, September 18th  
 

Arrival and registration of participants in Championship place. 
Preparation in the rings 
Delivery of food basket to the captains 

Captains‘ dish is to be delivered to judges  

Teams‘ acquaintance evening  

 

Saturday, September 19th  

Start for the teams in rings 

Instruction for the captains, delivery of food 
who were unable to take on Friday) 
Instruction for judges 

The official opening of the Championship 

Fish dish is to be delivered to judges 

Chicken and side dish to be delivered to judges

Pork ribs to be delivered to judges 

Beef and side dish to be delivered to judges

Dessert to be delivered to judges 

Contest area cleaning, handling over the rings (note: will be 
inspected by judges. If not cleaned properly, score for dishes 
will be lowered). 
Anouncement of the winner of the Captains‘ contest.
Anouncement of winners of separate dishes
Awards of the best BBQ team, second and third place 

The entertainment program organized by LBKA will be held throughout the duration of 

, on 19th of September,  12:30, new BBQ record will be achieved. 

Record will be included in „Factum“ Records Book. 100m lenght grilled chicked shashlik will be 

given away for participants and guests of Championship.  

From Friday (September 18th) till Sunday (September 20th) in Lukiskiu square and Gediminas 

town) annual and popular Nation‘s Fair will be held

. barbekiu kepėjų asociacija, 3-asis atviras Lietuvos grilio 

, LITHUANIA 
OPEN LITHUANIAN BBQ CHAMPIONSHIP 

Arrival and registration of participants in Championship place. 

 

delivery of food basket (for those 

 

Chicken and side dish to be delivered to judges 

Beef and side dish to be delivered to judges 

Contest area cleaning, handling over the rings (note: will be 
inspected by judges. If not cleaned properly, score for dishes 

Anouncement of the winner of the Captains‘ contest. 
Anouncement of winners of separate dishes. 
Awards of the best BBQ team, second and third place  

The entertainment program organized by LBKA will be held throughout the duration of the 

12:30, new BBQ record will be achieved. 

Record will be included in „Factum“ Records Book. 100m lenght grilled chicked shashlik will be 

) in Lukiskiu square and Gediminas 

town) annual and popular Nation‘s Fair will be held 

asis atviras Lietuvos grilio 




